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Abstract: In this contribution a hierarchical approach to the control of the molecular weight in
a semi-batch emulsion polymerization is derived, which ensures minimum batch time. Rather
than performing a numerical optimization to determine an optimal trajectory for the process
at any point in time, the existing boundary conditions are examined and used to determine the
time optimal operation at each time step. This procedure provides the set points for the molar
holdups of monomer and chain transfer agent (CTA) in the system. Either a decentralized
PI controller or a nonlinear model predictive controller (NMPC) can be applied to track
the calculated trajectory. As the set point calculation is a solution of a system of algebraic
equations it can easily be performed on-line. It is shown that this concept can be used to
produce multi modal molecular weight distributions and can also handle disturbances in the
process, such as an unexpected nucleation of particles.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Semi-continuous emulsion polymerization (SEP) is one
of the major processes in the production of polymer
latices. Control of the molecular weight distribution is
one major issue when running the process. Usually a
seed, a pre-defined polymer dispersion with a known
number of particles, particle size, and monomer concen-
tration, is used to ensure well-known starting conditions.
In order to produce a certain molecular weight distri-
bution or a special co-polymer composition, control of
the concentrations of the monomers and possibly of the
chain transfer agent is necessary. Vicenteet al. (2001)
calculate an optimal trajectory by minimizing the inverse
of the reaction rate to achieve an optimal process time.
The equality constraints of this optimization problem
are given by a rigorous dynamic model of the poly-
merization of styrene with butyl maleate (BuM), which
acts as a CTA. The resulting set points for the molar
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holdups of styrene and BuM are tracked by controller
based on model inversion. Similar control structures are
reported by Gentricet al. (1999), Kravariset al. (1989)
or Seferlis and Kiparissides (2001). They use closed
loop control concepts, i. e. trajectory tracking is applied.
In each of these publications the numerical optimiza-
tion is performed off-line as the computational effort
is too demanding for an on-line application. Krämeret
al. (2002) applied an on-line re-optimization to a semi-
bath emulsion co-polymerization. In order to be able to
re-calculate the optimal trajectory on-line, a simplified
model for the co-polymer composition was used. Due to
the simplifications, the model error may be problematic.
In this paper, we propose a different strategy in which
time optimality is guaranteed by operating the process at
its constraints, which is an approach towards realizing an
optimal operation and was proposed by Srinivasanet al.
(2003). As a feedback controller has to be used to track
the optimal set points, the proposed control scheme is of
hierarchical structure.
The process investigated here is the emulsion polymer-



ization of styrene using butyl maleate as a CTA (cf.
(Vicente et al., 2001)). The goal is to produce a pre-
specified multi modal molecular weight distribution in
minimum time.

2. PROCESS AND MODEL DESCRIPTION

The process investigated here is the seeded semi-batch
emulsion polymerization of styrene (Vicenteet al.,
2001). In order to control the molecular weight, a chain
transfer agent (BuM) is used. The reactor is precharged
with a well defined seed and is operated at 60◦C. Tem-
perature control is realized by a PI-controller. The pro-
cess is simulated using a rigorous model that describes
the volumes of water, polymer, the total volume in the
reactor and the molar holdups of monomer and CTA,
the concentration of initiator, the average number of rad-
icals in the particle phase and the discretized molecular
weight distribution. In contrast to many other publica-
tions we consider the jacket as as a plug flow reactor
(PFR). This modification is necessary when pilot plants
or industrial scale reactors are considered as the assump-
tion of an ideally stirred jacket is not correct for reactors
of larger volume. The resulting partial differential equa-
tion is approximated by the method of orthogonal col-
location (the interested reader is referred to (Georgakis
et al., 1977). It is assumed that the heat of reaction is
only produced by the polymerization reaction, i. e. there
is no contribution by the reaction of CTA. Furthermore,
we assume that the heat transfer coefficient decreases
with increasing conversion, i. e. with increasing solids
content.

3. HIERARCHICAL CONTROL APPROACH

Figure 1 depicts the hierarchical control concept on
which the control algorithm is based. It consists of four
basic steps:
(1) Calculation of the average molecular weights

which have to be produced in certain conversion
intervals (computed off-line).

(2) Calculation of the set point of the molar monomer
holdup in the reactor.

(3) Calculation of the ratio between the total molar
holdups of monomer and of CTA.

(4) Calculation of the control actions by a controller
(decentralized PI-controller or NMPC).

Each of these steps is described briefly in the subsequent
paragraphs.

Calculation of the average molecular weights

For linear polymers formed in an ideal polymerization
it is possible to describe an arbitrary MWD by the com-
bination of ideal MWDs with certain average molecular
weights (Vicenteet al., 2001). Therefore, the free pa-
rameters in this optimization step are the average molec-
ular weights of the different modes and the fractions
of conversion for which these molecular weights are

produced. Vicenteet al. (2001) derive conditions for
which the termination of radical chains in an emulsion
polymerization with CTA is dominated by the chain
transfer reaction and therefore by the ratio between the
monomer and CTA concentration in the particle phase.
For such a process the assumption that the instantaneous
MWD is of Schulz-Zimm type holds. In this case the
instantaneous average molecular weight is calculated by:

M̄n,ins =
kp[M]p

ktr,CTA[CTA]p
PM. (1)

wherePM denotes the molecular weight of the repeating
unit. This equation holds for the following conditions:

[CTA]p

[M]p
> 5.2×10−6 [CTA]p > 3.5×10−6

[
mol

l

]
.

(2)
The calculation is performed off-line, while all other cal-
culations discussed in the sequel have to be performed
on-line.

Calculation of the set point of the molar monomer
holdup in the reactor

To determine the largest possible reaction rate two cri-
teria have to be evaluated in order to find the highest
possible reaction rate, i. e. the maximum admissible
concentration of monomer in the particle phase. These
two criteria are:
• A droplet phase has to be avoided.
• The heat generated by reaction must not exceed the

maximum heat removal capability.
As a result of both calculations a maximum admissible
number of moles is calculated, the minimum of the two
is used as the set point of a lower level controller.

Avoiding a droplet phase When the maximum
swelling of the polymer particles with monomer is
reached, a droplet phase will form. As the reaction rate
in the polymer particles depends solely on the amount
of monomer in the particles, an additional droplet phase
will not increase the reaction rate, but it will downgrade
the controllability of the process as the droplets act as
a reservoir and enable the direct influence on the con-
centrations in the particle phase. Thus, droplet phase
is unnecessary and potentially dangerous and has to be
avoided.
For the calculation of the maximum amount of monomer
we will assume that the minimum amount of CTA has
no strong influence on the phase distribution of the
monomer, especially, when a safety margin for the max-
imum amount has been set. Thus, the necessary calcula-
tion is similar to the case of a homopolymerization.
In an earlier paper, we calculated a condition for the non-
existence of a droplet phase (Krämeret al., 2001):

VW ≥ (kd−1)Vw
M . (3)

If the maximum total amount of monomer allowed in
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Fig. 1. Description and explanation of the hierarchical control concept applied

the system to avoid the formation of a droplet phase is
to be calculated, the amount of water and the amount of
polymer in the particles need to be known. Here,VPol and
VW are estimated and calculated from the mass balance,
respectively. Thus, using the following equations and
inequality (3) as an additional equation, the maximum
amount of monomer can be calculated:

kpVw
M

Vw =
V p

M

V p (4)

Vw = Vw
M +VW (5)

V p = V p +VPol (6)

VM = V p
M +Vw

M . (7)

The result of this system of equations is the following
condition for the total molar holdupnSP

M :

nSP
M = ϕ

(
kpVPol

kd−kp +
VW

kd−1

)
V̄M. (8)

Here, ϕ < 1 denotes a safety margin. With increasing
conversion, e. g. with an increasing amount of polymer,
the maximum amount of monomer will increase. On the
other hand, the heat transfer coefficient will decrease
significantly and will limit the heat removal and there-
fore the acceptable amount of free monomer.

Maximum Heat RemovalTo calculate the maximum
heat removal, a number of internal states and the manip-
ulated variables are needed. It has been shown that the
inner states can be calculated by applying open loop ob-
servers as shown in (Vicenteet al., 2001). The scope of
this contribution is the derivation of the control concept.
Thus, we assume that all required states in the following
calculations are available.
Assume that a minimum jacket inlet temperatureTJ,min

is given. Furthermore it is assumed that the process
should be operated at isothermal conditions. Hence,
from the stationary heat balance for the reactor and the

assumption that the change of the heat capacityCR in
time depends mainly on the feed to the reactor, the
following expression for the maximum heat of reaction
which can be removed by the jacket cooling is derived:

Q̇R,max = V̇inρincp,in (TR−Tin)−kA(T̄Jmin−TR).. (9)

Here,T̄Jmin the specified minimum average temperature
allowed in the jacket, i.e. in case of a CSTR-jacket it is
the specified outlet temperature and in case of a PFR-
jacket it is the mean temperature over the length of the
pipe. This temperature is obviously depended on the
minimum jacket inlet temperature.
The heat of reaction currently produced in the reactor is
defined by:

Q̇R = kp[M]p
nNT

NA
(−∆H). (10)

From the ratio between the currently produced heat
of reactionQ̇R (10) and the maximum removable heat
of reactionQ̇R,max (9) an equation for the maximum
allowed concentration of monomer in the particle phase
can be derived:

[M]pmax =
(
V̇inρcp(TR−Tin)−kA(T̄Jmin−TR)

) [M]p

Q̇R
.

(11)

By adjustingTJmin a safety margin can be defined. The
desired set-pointnSP

M can now be calculated from the
inverse of the phase distribution calculation. Alterna-
tively and less complex it can be assumed that no droplet
phase exists and the solubility of the monomer in water
is negligible:

nSP
M = [M]pmax

VPol

1− [M]pmaxV̄M
. (12)

This simplification is valid as the non-existence of a



droplet phase is checked by the foregoing criterion.

Calculation of the total molar holdup ratio

The off-line calculation of step 1 gives the ratiof p
M,CTA

between monomer and CTA in the polymer particle
phase. As the controlled variables are the total amounts
of the reactants, the desired ratio of these values must
be determined. Hence, the phase distribution algorithm
(Arzamendiet al., 1998) has to be reformulated and
extended by the following equation:

VCTA =
V̄CTAVM

V̄M f p
M,CTA

1+ Vw

V pkp
CTA

+ Vdkd
CTA

V pkp
CTA

1+ Vw

V p∗kp
M

+ Vdkd
M

V pkp
M

. (13)

By introducing this equation the amount of CTA in the
particle phase is fixed, but the total amount of CTA in
the reactor becomes a free variable. From the solution
of the modified phase distribution algorithm the desired
ratio is given by

fM,CTA =
VMV̄CTA

VCTAV̄M
. (14)
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Fig. 2. Dependency offM,CTA on the polymer volume
and the monomer volume

Figure 2 shows the dependency of the ratiofM,CTA on the
polymer and monomer volume. The desired ratio in the
polymer is f p

M,CTA = 3×105. It follows that for a wide
range of polymer and monomer volumes the two ratios
(particle and reactor) are nearly identical. If a droplet
phase exists, the necessary ratio of the molar holdup of
monomer and CTA in the reactor differs significantly
from the desired ratio in the particle phase.
V̄CTA and V̄M denotes the molar volumes of the CTA
and the monomer, respectively. The set point of the total
molar holdup reads as:

nSP
CTA =

nSP
M

fM,CTA
. (15)

In this manner, the process is always driven under time
optimal conditions as it is performed at its upper con-
straints (Srinivasanet al., 2003). Finally, controllers
have to be designed that track the given set point tra-
jectory.

Controller design

We investigated two types of controllers, simple decen-
tralized PI-controllers for each of the molar holdups and
an NMPC. The controlled variables are the total amounts
of monomer and CTA in the reactor and the manipulated
variables are defined by the molar flow rates of the to
reactants.

NMPC-design The dynamic model used in the NMPC
scheme is based on the rigorous model described in
section 2. The state variables are:
• total reactor volume
• overall amount of monomer and CTA
• volume of water
• concentration of initator
• polymer volume
• concentration of radicals in the water phase
• average number of radicals per particle.

The NMPC is realized in a sequential approach using
the SQP-routinefmincon.m provided by MATLAB. In
order to make the computation more effective, the phase
distribution equations were linearized around the initial
states of the NMPC in each step what enables the for-
mulation of an analytic solution. As a linear controller
is used to keep the reactor temperature at the desired set
point, it is unnecessary to take the heat balance equa-
tions for the reactor and the jacket into account for the
NMPC. Different prediction and control horizon lengths
were checked and tuning of the weighting matrices was
performed by simulation studies. The cost function is
chosen as:

J =
∣∣nSP−n

∣∣2
Qx

+ |∆u|2Q∆u
. (16)

The first term assesses the deviation from the desired set
points of the molar holdups of monomer and CTA and
the second term weights the changes of the manipulated
variables to avoid too fast control actions. The upper
and lower bounds for the flow rates are given by the
equipment of the pilot plant.

Decentralized PI-controller designIn general, emul-
sion polymerization processes are highly nonlinear in
nature. Due to the avoidance of a droplet phase in
the operation of the process and due to the fact, that
monomer and CTA do not interact, the nonlinearities are
not strong. Therefore, it is also possible to design linear
decentralized controllers to track the set points of the
molar holdups of monomer and CTA. The gains of the
controllers were adjusted by simulation studies.
The proposed hierarchical control approach can also
be applied to controlling the composition in a co-
polymerization. In this case the coupling between the
different monomers is strong and the nonlinearities are
significant. It is expected that in this situation an NMPC
outperforms a linear MIMO-controller.
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4. SIMULATION STUDIES

The simulation results are obtained for a polymerization
in a 10l stainless steel reactor with geometric parameters
taken from a pilot plant at the Process Control Labora-
tory at the University of Dortmund. Approximately 7%
of the total polymer to be produced is pre-charged as
a seed. The production of uni-modal as well as multi-
modal molecular weight distributions was investigated.
Figure 3(c) shows the simulation results for the produc-
tion of a bi-modal molecular weight distribution using
decentralized PI-controllers. It follows that the control
strategy is able to produce the desired MWD. Figures
3(a-b) and (d-e) depict the set point tracking and the ma-
nipulated variables, e.g. the molar feed rates of monomer
and CTA, for either an NMPC- (uni-modal) and PI-
controlled (bi-modal) process. The NMPC was inves-
tigated as it is most often stated in the open literature
that nonlinear control is required for this type of pro-
cess. The simulation results in this contribution clearly
demonstrate that this is not necessary. Figures 3 (a-b)
demonstrate that both approaches are able to track the
desired set points very quickly. Certainly, there is a dif-
ference in the performance between the NMPC-scheme
and the decentralized PI-controllers as the NMPC is
operated with a sample time of 30 seconds whereas the
time discrete PI controllers are performed with a sample
time of 3 seconds. The different sampling intervals result
from the different computational effort to calculate the
manipulated variables.
Due to the pre-charged seed, the upper constraints of
the process are completely determined by the possible
heat removal, see figure 3 (f). The set point of the molar

holdup in the reactor increases for the first third of
the process time. The reason for this behaviour is the
increase of the polymer volume. As the reaction rate
depends only on the concentration of the monomer in
the polymer phase, it is possible to increase the total
amount of monomer in the reactor without increasing the
reaction rate. With increasing conversion/process time
the decreasing heat removal capacity becomes more and
more important and leads to a decrease of the allowed
total amount of monomer in the reactor. Hence, the
simulation results show that the hierarchical control
approach is a possible solution to time optimal operation
of the emulsion polymerization process at hand.
Figure 4 depicts the trajectory of the desired ratio of
monomer and CTA and the output of the controlled pro-
cess versus the total conversion. The control algorithm
is able to track the desired ratio quickly. It has to be con-
sidered that in the beginning of the process the reaction
rate is high and the conversion increases fast. It takes the
PI-controllers less than 260 seconds to bring the process
to a tolerance band of±1%of the set point.
Figure 5 depicts the temperatures in the reactor and the
jacket inlet for a disturbed process. It is assumed that
an additional nucleation occurs att = 5000 seconds.
If an off-line calculated trajectory for the amounts of
monomer and CTA is used, it is not possible to keep
the temperature of the reactor at the desired value as
the reaction rate increases significantly due to the larger
number of reaction loci and the too large amount of
monomer in the system. The proposed hierarchical con-
trol approach performs well and adjusts the trajectory of
the monomer holdup to the new reaction conditions. The
set point of the total amount of monomer is therefore an
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additional degree of freedom in the process which can-
not be used if an off-line calculated trajectory is applied.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

A new hierarchical control approach for a time optimal
production of a polymer with a prescribed molecular
weight distribution in an emulsion polymerization using
CTA has been developed. This approach avoids an off-
line optimization to calculate trajectories for monomer
and CTA. Instead, the constraints of the process have
been investigated and are used to calculate at each point
in time set points for the molar holdups of monomer and
CTA. The desired molecular weight distribution is ap-
proximated by a combination of ideal distributions. The
average molecular weights of these ideal distribution
are produced for a certain fraction of conversion. The
maximum possible amount of monomer is calculated by
the avoidance of a droplet phase or the maximum heat
removal capacity, respectively. Appropriate conditions
were derived. Applying a modified phase distribution

algorithm, the total amount of CTA can be calculated
and finally it can be used as set point in a nonlin-
ear model predictive controller or a decentralized PI-
controller. It was shown by simulation that the derived
approach performs well and is able to produce arbitrary
multi modal molecular weight distributions. Another
demonstrated feature of the proposed approach is the
possibility to reject disturbances in the process, which
cannot be achieved with off-line calculated trajectories.
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